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Figure S1. Overview of MoLa measurements during the MEGAPOLI summer and winter field campaigns. The red star shows the location of the fixed measurement site in the North-East of Paris (also MoLa parking place), the green circles show locations of stationary MoLa measurements, the orange lines represent the tracks of MoLa mobile measurements during the summer campaign and the blue lines represent the tracks of mobile measurements during the winter campaign. The hatched area symbolizes the Paris metropolitan area.
The organic aerosol measured by MoLa during the MEGAPOLI summer field campaign is described best by the PMF solution with five factors. These factors are:

- **HOA** (Hydrocarbon-like Organic Aerosol): fresh pollution marker, associated with traffic emissions
- **COA** (Cooking-related Organic Aerosol): fresh pollution marker, associated with cooking emissions
- **SV-OOA1** (Semi-Volatile Oxygenated Organic Aerosol): medium aged pollution marker, associated with mixture of various sources including biomass burning
- **SV-OOA2**: medium aged pollution marker, associated with mixture of various sources including secondary biogenic emitters
- **LV-OOA** (Low-Volatile Oxygenated Organic Aerosol): aged pollution marker, associated with long-range transported pollution.

For the identification of the factors of each solution correlations with time series of additional variables measured on-board MoLa were used. These include: NO\textsubscript{x}, CO\textsubscript{2}, SO\textsubscript{2}, O\textsubscript{3}, black carbon, particle-bound PAH, sub-micron particulate sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, and O/C ratio. To calculate the regression coefficient R\textsuperscript{2} time series with about 36700 data points with 1 min temporal resolution were used. Additionally, the factors’ mass spectra were compared to mass spectra from the AMS mass spectra database of source-related spectra, and PMF factors from other field campaigns (AMS Spectral Database, 2013), and additional mass spectra published in Allan et al. (2010) and He et al. (2010). The mass spectra used for the comparison included around 250 to 300 m/z. The comparison of time series and mass spectra of all five factors with each other show that the differences of these five factors are significant, in terms of temporal behavior as well as chemical composition. In the following the factors are described in more detail.

**HOA**: The HOA factor time series of the 5 factor solution correlates reasonably well (regression coefficient R\textsuperscript{2} of 0.5 to 0.6) with the time series of fresh pollutant markers (NO\textsubscript{x}, black carbon, particle-bound PAH, CO\textsubscript{2} and SO\textsubscript{2}). The correlation with long-range transported pollution markers (particulate sulfate, nitrate and ammonium) is negligible (R\textsuperscript{2} <
This supports the assumption that this factor is associated with fresh pollution from sources like traffic and residential heating. Therefore, this factor should be a good marker to identify the Paris emission plume. There is high similarity ($R^2 > 0.9$) between this factor mass spectrum and HOA mass spectra derived for other field campaigns. The good correlation ($R^2 > 0.8$) with laboratory mass spectra of fresh diesel exhaust, fuel and lubricating oil also suggests that this factor mainly contains organic aerosol related to traffic emissions. This is also supported by various sharp spikes (e.g. from single vehicles) in the raw time series (including the contaminated data points) of the HOA factor.

**COA:** The COA factor time series does not correlate with any of the measured time series mentioned above ($R^2 < 0.1$). This is not surprising because none of the measured variables is dominated by cooking-related emissions. Comparison of this factor’s average mass spectrum to mass spectra from cooking activities and COA factors derived for different field campaigns shows good correlation ($R^2 > 0.8$). There is also very good agreement with laboratory mass spectra of oleic acid, which can be used as marker for cooking-related emissions (Schauer et al., 1996). The time series of the COA factor shows enhanced concentrations between 12:00 and 15:00 local time as well as strongly enhanced values after 21:00 local time. This corresponds to similar results found for this type of aerosol at the fixed measurement sites during both MEGAPOLI campaigns (Beekmann et al., 2013; Crippa et al., 2013; Freutel et al., 2013).

**SV-OOA1:** The SV-OOA1 factor time series shows some correlation ($R^2$ between 0.3 and 0.4) with time series of fresh pollution markers and no correlation ($R^2 < 0.1$) with long-range transported pollution markers. The mass spectra correlations with factor mass spectra from other field campaigns associated with biomass burning are good ($R^2$ around 0.6). The comparison to laboratory mass spectra of levoglucosan and source spectra of different burning substances show similar agreement. This factor seems to be associated with organic aerosol from different sources, while biomass burning-related organic aerosol is mixed into it. During summer biomass burning is not expected to be a major source of air pollution, because residential heating occurs much less than in winter. However, sporadic lop fires and barbecue activities can still release organic aerosol with biomass burning signature to the atmosphere.
SV-OOA2: The SV-OOA2 factor time series correlates significantly only with the time series of O₃ (R² = 0.3). This fits with the good correlation (R² > 0.8) of the factor mass spectrum with laboratory mass spectra of secondary organic aerosol from oxidation of substances related to biogenic sources (e.g. of α-humulene, α-pinene, α-terpinene and β-caryophyllene). O₃ formation is also connected with the amount of available solar radiation and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). So this factor seems to represent mainly secondary organic aerosol from biogenic sources. In the South and South-West of Paris two natural parks (“Parc Naturel Régional du Gâtinais Français” and “Parc Naturel Régional de la Haute Vallée de Chevreuse”) are located, which include both a large forested area. These forests could be potential sources of biogenic aerosol (see also Beekmann et al., 2013). Additionally, a contribution of anthropogenic VOCs emitted in the city to this factor is also possible.

LV-OOA: The LV-OOA factor time series shows some correlation (R² from 0.2 to 0.4) with long-range transported pollution markers and no correlation with fresh pollution markers’ time series. This goes in line with good correlation (R² > 0.6) of the mass spectrum of this factor with mass spectra associated with aged background air masses from different field campaigns. There is also very good correlation with laboratory mass spectra of substances with high O/C ratios (e.g. oxalic acid). This supports the assumption that the LV-OOA represents the most aged part of the organic aerosol.

In Fig. S2 the mass spectra of these 5 factors are presented. Included is the m/z 44 (mainly CO₂⁺) to total organics ratio, which is an approximation for the oxidation state and therewith a proxy for the age of the aerosol represented by the respective factor (Aiken et al., 2008).
Figure S2. Mass spectra corresponding to the PMF 5 factor solution of the MEGAPOLI summer data set: SV-OOA1 (gray), COA (pink), HOA (purple), SV-OOA2 (green) and LV-OOA (blue). The m/z 44 to total organics ratio is an approximation for the oxidation level of the respective organic aerosol fraction.
S2 PMF 3 and 6 factor solutions of the MoLa MEGAPOLI winter data set

The organic aerosol measured by MoLa during the MEGAPOLI winter field campaign is described well by the PMF solutions with three and six factors. The 6 factor solution provides the most detailed view on the organic aerosol and was therefore used for further analysis. The factors of the 3 and 6 factor solutions are:

- **HOA and COA**: one common factor in 3 factor solution, subdivided in 6 factor solution; fresh pollution markers, associated with traffic and cooking emissions
- **BBOA** (Biomass Burning-related Organic Aerosol): one factor in 3 factor solution, subdivided into two factors (one fresh (BBOA2) and one more aged (BBOA1)) in 6 factor solution; fresh and medium aged pollution markers, associated with biomass burning emissions
- **OOA** (Oxygenated Organic Aerosol): one factor in 3 factor solution, subdivided into two factors (one medium aged (SV-OOA) and one highly aged (LV-OOA)) in 6 factor solution; medium and highly aged pollution markers of various sources, LV-OOA associated with long-range transported pollution.

For the identification of the factors the same fresh and long-range transported pollution markers measured on-board MoLa (time series with about 42800 data points with a temporal resolution of 1 min), and data base mass spectra (with about 250 to 300 m/z) as for the summer data set were used. The correlation of time series and mass spectra of all factors among each other for both PMF solutions shows that the difference between the respective factors is significant. Each factor can be assigned to a different type of aerosol associated with a certain oxidation level (age) and / or a specific source. In the following the factors are described in more detail.

**HOA and COA**: The HOA factor of the 3 factor solution correlates well with fresh pollution markers (R² around 0.6) and there is no significant correlation with long-range transported pollution markers (R² ≤ 0.1). The temporal behavior of the HOA factor is dominated by sharp spikes in the raw concentration time series like during the summer campaign. This indicates that this factor can be associated with air masses containing fresh pollution (e.g. the Paris emission plume). The comparison with HOA mass spectra from other field campaigns shows
very high similarity ($R^2$ between 0.8 and 1.0). The good correlation with laboratory mass spectra of fresh diesel exhaust, fuel and lubricating oil shows a large influence of traffic emissions onto this factor. The correlation between the summer and the winter HOA factor mass spectra shows an $R^2$ of 1.0. There is also good correlation ($R^2$ between 0.5 and 0.8) of this factor with cooking-related mass spectra (from other field campaigns as well as laboratory studies). This supports the assumption that this factor can be subdivided into two factors in the 6 factor solution.

Consequently, in the 6 factor solution the combined HOA factor splits into one factor associated mainly with traffic emissions (HOA) and one factor associated with cooking activities (COA). The HOA factor time series shows again good correlation ($R^2$ around 0.6) with the time series of fresh pollution markers and no similarity with the temporal behavior of the long-range transported pollution markers ($R^2 < 0.1$). The mass spectrum shows the same high similarity, like for the 3 factor HOA, with different HOA as well as diesel exhaust, fuel and lubricating oil mass spectra. The HOA factors of both solutions (3- and 6-factor solutions) are very similar ($R^2 = 1.0$). The summer HOA and the winter 6 factor solution HOA are nearly identical ($R^2 = 1.0$). The COA factor time series shows some correlation ($R^2$ between 0.2 and 0.4) with the time series of fresh pollution markers and no significant correlation with the aged pollution markers ($R^2 < 0.2$). The similarity with different COA mass spectra and marker substances is strong with $R^2$ around 0.8. The comparison of the summer and winter COA factor mass spectra shows good agreement ($R^2 = 0.9$). The temporal behavior of this factor time series is similar to that of the COA factor of the summer campaign. Enhanced cooking-related organic aerosol concentrations can be observed around noon and in the evening. However, during winter cooking activities in the evening seem to start earlier (from 19:00 local time) than during summer (from 21:00 local time), potentially because of earlier dinner times due to shorter daylight times.

**BBOA:** The BBOA factor time series of the 3 factor solution does not correlate significantly with any of the measured time series of other pollutants ($R^2 < 0.2$). This is expected because none of the measured variables is dominated by biomass burning emissions. The mass spectra comparison shows good correlation ($R^2 > 0.7$) with BBOA factors from other field campaigns and from laboratory studies measuring various burning substances. The correlation with
levoglucosan mass spectra is medium to good with $R^2$ around 0.5 to 0.7. The factor mass spectrum shows clear contribution of $m/z$ 60 ($C_2H_4O_2^+$) and 73 ($C_3H_5O_2^+$) which are both markers for biomass burning-related organic aerosol (Schneider et al., 2006; Alfarra et al., 2007).

When separating the organic aerosol into 6 factors the combined BBOA factor splits into two biomass burning-related factors (BBOA1 and BBOA2) with different oxidation levels (ages). Both BBOA factors have clear $m/z$ 60 and 73 contribution to their mass spectra. The BBOA2 factor time series shows some correlation ($R^2$ around 0.2 to 0.3) with the time series of black carbon and CO$_2$, while the BBOA1 factor time series shows no correlation with any of the measured time series ($R^2 \leq 0.1$). This can be explained by the difference in age of these two factors. According to the $m/z$ 44 to total organics ratio, BBOA1 ($m/z$ 44 percentage of 7 %) is approximately twice as much oxidized as BBOA2 ($m/z$ 44 percentage of 4 %). Both BBOA factor mass spectra correlate well with various biomass burning-related mass spectra. The BBOA1 factor correlates better with ambient biomass burning-related mass spectra ($R^2 > 0.7$, compared to $R^2$ mainly $< 0.7$ for BBOA2; mainly more aged), while the BBOA2 factor shows higher similarity ($R^2 > 0.7$, compared to $R^2$ mainly $< 0.7$ for BBOA1) with laboratory mass spectra of very fresh emissions from biomass burning.

**OOA**: The OOA factor time series of the 3 factor solution correlates well ($R^2$ around 0.6) with time series of long-range transport pollution markers and there is no similarity with the temporal behavior of the fresh pollution markers ($R^2 < 0.1$). The factor mass spectrum correlates best ($R^2$ around 0.7) with mass spectra that represent aged background organic aerosol during other field campaigns. Laboratory mass spectra from substances with high O/C ratio have higher similarity with the OOA factor than those from substances with lower O/C ratio. This shows that this factor mainly corresponds to the more aged organic aerosol measured during the campaign. The correlation with the summer LV-OOA factor is extremely good ($R^2 = 1.0$).

When calculating 6 factors the combined OOA factor splits into a less (SV-OOA) and a more oxidized (aged) fraction (LV-OOA). The SV-OOA factor time series has a good correlation ($R^2 > 0.7$) with time series of medium aged pollution markers (especially particulate nitrate, $R^2 = 0.8$) and no significant correlation with fresh pollution markers ($R^2 \leq 0.1$). The factor
mass spectrum correlates well (R² > 0.7) with several other mass spectra related to medium aged organic aerosol. The LV-OOA factor time series shows medium agreement (R² around 0.4) with those of long-range transport pollution markers (best correlation for particulate sulfate, R² = 0.4) and no correlation with fresh pollution markers (R² < 0.1). According to the m/z 44 to total organics ratio (m/z 44 percentage of 25 % of the total organics signal) this factor represents organic aerosol that is approximately twice as much oxidized as the organic aerosol corresponding to the SV-OOA factor (m/z 44 percentage of 13 %). Correlations with other mass spectra shows good agreement (R² from 0.6 to 0.8) with other aged organic background aerosol mass spectra and very good agreement (R² > 0.8) with laboratory mass spectra of substances with high O/C ratio. The similarity with the summer LV-OOA factor is very strong (R² = 1.0).

In Fig. S3 the mass spectra of both solutions’ factors including the respective m/z 44 to total organics ratios are presented.
Figure S3. Mass spectra corresponding to the PMF 3 factor solution of the MEGAPOLI winter data set (left-hand side): HOA (light purple), BBOA (medium brown) and OOA (medium blue), and the 6 factor solution (right-hand side): COA (pink), HOA (medium purple), BBOA2 (light brown), BBOA1 (dark brown), SV-OOA (light blue) and LV-OOA (dark blue). The arrows demonstrate the separation of the corresponding PMF factors when increasing the number of factors from three to six. The m/z 44 to total organics ratio is an approximation for the oxidation level of the respective organic aerosol fraction.
Figure S4. Changes in the average organic mass spectrum during aerosol transport in the advected Paris emission plume. The mass spectra were obtained from two simultaneous measurements (27 July 2009 and 27 January 2010) at the fixed suburban North-East measurement site (Freutel et al., 2013) and downwind stationary MoLa measurements North-East from Paris about 30 km outside the agglomeration. The decrease and increase parts of the
mass spectra were correlated separately with the respective PMF mass spectra of the MoLa summer and winter data sets to obtain information about the changes in organic aerosol during transport.
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